Development of metastatic and non-metastatic tumor lines from a patient's prostate cancer specimen-identification of a small subpopulation with metastatic potential in the primary tumor.
Metastasis is the major cause of prostate cancer deaths. Tumor heterogeneity in both primary and metastatic prostate cancers is a major hurdle in elucidating the mechanisms of metastasis in this disease. To circumvent this obstacle and improve our understanding of prostate cancer metastasis, we developed multiple tumor tissue lines from one patient's primary prostate cancer specimen to examine differences in metastatic ability. Pieces of tissue from different foci of a patient's primary prostate tumor were grafted into subrenal capsules of NOD-SCID mice and transplantable tumor sublines were established by serial passage. The metastatic ability of each subline was tested via orthotopic grafting into mice. Chromosomal alterations exclusively presented in a metastatic subline were examined by SKY and investigated for their presence in parental tissues by fluorescence in situ hybridization. Three transplantable sublines were developed, resembling the primary tumor histologically, exhibiting poor differentiation, and different growth rates. Importantly, the LTL-220N and LTL-221N sublines were non-metastatic, whereas the LTL-220M subline was spontaneously metastatic in vivo. SKY analysis showed limited but unique chromosomal alterations in each subline. Some chromosomal alterations, exclusively present in the metastatic LTL-220M subline, were also observed in a small portion of the parental cancer tissues. The results indicate that in primary prostate tumors metastatic potential can be confined to a minority of cancer cells. Subrenal capsule xenograft methodology can be used to dissect heterogeneous cancer cells in a patient's primary tumor and sublines derived from such cells provide valuable tools for investigating mechanisms underlying prostate cancer metastasis.